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Evolution of Scalable Multi-Point
Video Communications
In the age of internet-of-things, video communications have evolved over the past decade to web scale.  Come
learn about the major technology advancements in the video communications over the past decade.  Vidyo 
has developed innovative adaptive video layering (AVL) technology and software approaches to delivering 
videoconferencing.  This work has been key in spurring the company’s relatively rapid rise in the enterprise 
videoconferencing market over the past several years.

Bala Pitchandi is a Vice President of Engineering at Vidyo Inc.  Bala is one of the earliest engineers at 
Vidyo where he has built world’s leading Video Conferencing technology products.  Bala holds multiple 
patents in the area of video conferencing.  Bala has about 18 years of experience in telecom and real time 
audio and video communication.  Prior to Vidyo, Bala worked for UTStarcom, a leading telecom provider 
and Indian Defense Research Lab.  He holds an engineering degree in Electronics and Communications from 
a leading university in India.  While he’s not building software, Bala volunteers his time for disaster relief 
work across the world. 

 
Date: Thursday, November 17, 2016, 8:00 pm. 

(Refreshments and networking at 7:30 pm.) 
Place: Small Auditorium, Room CS 105 

Computer Science Building, Princeton University 
Information:    Dennis Mancl (908) 285-1066 
On-line info:  http://PrincetonACM.acm.org 
 

All Princeton ACM / IEEE-CS meetings are open to the public.  Students and their parents are welcome.  There is no 
admission charge, and refreshments are served.

A pre-meeting dinner is held at 6:00 p.m. at Ruby Tuesday’s Restaurant on Route 1.  Please send email to 
princetonacm@acm.org in advance if you plan to attend the dinner.

Sign up for IEEE Princeton Central Jersey Section’s “Meetup”

We are now on “meetup.com”!!!  Princeton ACM / IEEE Computer Society will be joining the other groups 
in the IEEE Princeton Central Jersey Section to post all of our meetings on a “meetup”.

https://www.meetup.com/IEEE-Princeton-Central-Jersey-Section

You can get automatic notification by registering for our meetup:  Click on the “Join Us” button on the 
meetup page.
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